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Candidate and Voting Information
Introduction

The Role of Council Members

IAH is run by a Council of 13 members who are directors
of IAH, a charitable company registered in the UK. Council
is elected every four years. The term of the present
Council ends with the General Meeting of the Association
in Montpellier in September 2016 and IAH is now
undertaking the election process for its future Council for
the term of office (2016-2020).

Being a member of IAH’s Council is rewarding individuals come together to make important contributions
to IAH and the international groundwater community.
The Association continues to thrive. Many of the
improvements in member benefits and services envisaged
in the Forward Look have been completed or initiated. Our
new website is functioning well, with new developments
continuing and subsites being set up for commissions and
chapters. The new commission and network structure is
well established and our Early Career Network flourishing.
Membership is rising, congresses are well attended and
we are making extra efforts to encourage students to join.

All of the posts on the present Council are up for election.
In line with the Articles and Rules of the Association, the
following are not eligible for re-election in their current
posts. President Ken Howard has served the one term
permitted and he will succeed Willi Struckmeier on Council
as Past President. Vice Presidents Luiz Amore (Latin
America and the Caribbean) and Mohamed Aboufirass
(Middle East and North Africa) have served two terms
in their present posts. Secretary General, Shammy Puri,
having served two terms, is moving on to pursue other
interests.
Nominations were received directly from some individuals,
others came via IAH’s chapters.

As Trustees of the Association, however, Council members
also have considerable responsibilites and must act
with a duty of care. Information regarding this is given
at the end of this document; those standing for election
have been asked to sign a statement confirming they
accept the duty and conduct required. As we come
to the balloting stage we ask that you consider the
responsibilities that the Council members must undertake
when reviewing the candidates and casting your votes.

How to vote
The process of electing the new Council began with the call for nominations at the beginning of 2016. Nominations closed
on 31 March after which the IAH Secretariat has verified that all nominees fulfill the criteria specified in the Association’s
rules. Biographies and personal statements of all of the candidates are included in this brochure.
As for the last election in 2012, the Association has entered into partnership with Vote-Now, a US based company, to
help the IAH Secretariat to conduct the voting process. The Secretariat has provided Vote-Now with details of the current
membership and will provide regular updates so that those who renew or join during the voting period will be able to
vote. Members with current email addresses will receive instructions for on-line electronic voting, including access to the
candidate information in this brochure. The relatively small number without email addresses will receive printed manual
ballot papers, the brochure and instructions for returning their voting papers. Members are strongly encouraged to use this
opportunity to exercise their democratic right to vote for the Council that will serve the Association from 2016 to 2020.
Voting commences from Friday 8 July 2016 and closes on Friday 23 September. During this period, members will
receive reminders to vote. The results will be declared at the Annual General Meeting of IAH in Montpellier on Monday
26 September. All IAH members may vote for all posts; which means that you are not restricted to voting only for the vice
president of the region in which you live.

Furthering the understanding, wise use and protection of
groundwater resources throughout the world
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STANDING FOR PRESIDENT - ANTONIO CHAMBEL (Portugal)
Lecturer
email: achambel3@gmail.com
BIOGRAPHY
António Chambel was born in Sardoal,
Portugal in 1961. He graduated in Geology
from University of Coimbra in 1984, and
obtained an MSc in Economic and Applied
Geology from University of Lisbon in
1990 and PhD in Geology, specialising
in hydrogeology, from University of
Évora in 1999. He has been a teacher
of hydrogeology in the Department of
Geosciences of University of Évora since
1985 and from 2003 to 2005 was President
of the Department. He has also been a teacher in
the University of Algarve (2 years), in the Universities
Charles of Prague, Huelva (Spain) and Sapienza, Rome,
under the ERASMUS Programme, and in the Superior
Institute of Transports and Communication in Maputo,
Mozambique (Master in Environmental Impact Studies).
From 2002-2006 he was President of the South Chapter
of the Portuguese Water Resources Association (APRH)
and from 2004-2008 he was the President of the IAH
Portuguese Chapter. He has been a member of IAH since
1988, and from 2008-2012 he was IAH Vice-President
for Finance and Membership and 2012-2016 IAH VicePresident for Programme and Science Coordination. In
2007 he was chair of the 35th IAH Congress in Lisbon.
His international experience has been with UNESCO-IHP,
with the World Water Council (WWC), having participated
in the last World Water Forum (WWF) in South Korea
in 2015, and, through the role as IAH Vice-President
in the last 8 years, he has attended IAH congresses
and other IAH regional or national meetings, as well as
representing IAH in many other events around the World.
PERSONAL STATEMENT
2016 is the 60th anniversary of IAH. In the past eight
years I’ve contributed in the IAH Executive to plans
for the future of the Association and the experience

obtained during these years is important for
this next step, the coordination of the affairs
of the Association for the next four years.
IAH has responsibility to improve the
scientific level of world hydrogeology,
through the work of its commissions and
networks, through the dissemination of
hydrogeological knowledge between
scientists working in water related scientific
branches, and raising awareness in
institutions responsible for water governance
and citizens in general about groundwater issues.
At an internal level, my aim will be to improve the
quality of conferences and other meetings under the
responsibility of IAH, to reinforce the importance of
our commissions and networks and to maintain or
establish more IAH national chapters, working closely
to maintain their activities close to the aims of IAH. At
the same time, my intention is to support the continuing
regeneration of IAH, through the initiatives and work
of early career members, who will have a key role
in the development of the Association in the future.
My intention is also to proceed with the vision of the
Forward Look, as defined and approved by Council in
2010.
At an international level, my aim is to identify the next
biggest groundwater challenges in the World and
improve the influence of IAH in international institutions
working on water issues. Particular attention will be
given to the most important water related international
projects, especially in integrated approaches with
other sciences, to the scope of future international
sources of funding for water science, to strengthening
ties with sister organizations, to the dissemination of
scientific information in developing countries, and to the
continuity of our high level scientific publications.
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STANDING FOR SECRETARY GENERAL - PROFESSOR BRUCE MISSTEAR (IRELAND)
Associate Professor; Fellow (Trinity College, Dublin)
email: BMISSTER@tcd.ie
BIOGRAPHY
Bruce Misstear is an Associate Professor
and a Fellow of Trinity College Dublin and
a specialist in groundwater resources
development. Prior to joining Trinity
College in 1995, Professor Misstear
worked as a consultant hydrogeologist,
becoming head of the Groundwater
Department of Consulting Engineer
Mott MacDonald and a Director of the
firm’s Environment and Water Resources
Division. During this period he undertook groundwater
resources projects in UK, Nigeria, Sudan, Oman,
Myanmar, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia.
At Trinity College, he is currently involved in
groundwater research projects in Ireland on topics such
as groundwater recharge and pollution of private wells
from domestic wastewater treatment systems, and he
recently completed a research project concerned with
rural water supplies in Uganda. Prof Misstear is the
author or co-author of more than 150 journal papers
(including papers in Hydrogeology Journal), research
reports, conference papers and books (including the
international textbook Water wells and boreholes).
He is a graduate in Geology from Trinity College
Dublin and completed a Masters in Hydrogeology at
the University of Birmingham. Prof Misstear is both a
Chartered Geologist and Chartered Engineer. He has
been a member of IAH since 1988, and has served as
Vice President for Finance & Membership since 2012.

PERSONAL STATEMENT
Since being elected Vice President
(Finance & Membership) of IAH, I
have worked with colleagues on the
Executive, Council and throughout
the Association to implement the
recommendations of the IAH Forward
Look Action Plan. In particular I
have undertaken an update of the
Association’s Rules and have chaired
the Working Group on Education. With
regard to educational initiatives, I have overseen the
preparation of the Strategic Overview Papers aimed at
informing policy makers about the interactions between
groundwater and other sectors such as food security
and energy. Work is currently underway on enhancing
educational aspects of the IAH website.
If elected as Secretary General, I would endeavour
to increase outreach activities between IAH and
other organisations involved in water science, policy
and management. I also feel it is important for our
association to consider ways in which future income
streams can be diversified, so that we can continue to
improve benefits for our members.
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STANDING FOR VICE PRESIDENT, FINANCE AND MEMBERSHIP TEODORA SZŐCS (Hungary)
Department Head, Geological and Geophysical Institute of Hungary
email: szocs.teodora@mfgi.hu
BIOGRAPHY
Teodóra obtained her MSc in geology,
specialised in hydrogeology and environmental
geology, in 1991 at Eötvös Loránd University
(Budapest). In 1991 Teodóra obtained a
TEMPUS grant to study at the University of
Amsterdam and specialised in the detection
of heavy metals in soils and organic samples.
In 2006 Teodora obtained her PhD on flow systems and
water-rock interaction at the Applied and Environmental
Geology Department of Eötvös Loránd University.
Since1991 Teodóra has worked at the Geological
Institute of Hungary (MÁFI), initially in the Geochemical
Department, then in the Hydrogeochemical
and Modelling branch of the Hydrogeological
Department. Her main research areas are: survey and
hydrogeochemical evaluation of shallow and deep
groundwater with emphasis on arsenic, water-rock
interaction, and hydrogeological modelling of different
flow systems including stable and radioactive isotopes.
Recently she coordinated for the second time a team of
scientists and worked as the hydrogeochemical expert
responsible for background values, threshold values
and evaluation of chemical status of the groundwater
bodies of Hungary for the second cycle of WFD River
Basin Management Planning. She has been involved for
15 years as a hydrogeological-hydrogeochemical expert
in a project carrying out investigations at a site for low
and intermediate level nuclear waste disposal. She
continues her activities as a hydrogeochemical expert
in international projects, in the last decade focusing on
joint surveys of transboundary aquifers and thermalwater related geothermal energy resource evaluation
and management. She has almost 40 publications and
more than 120 internal reports. Since April 2007 Teodóra
has been head of the Hydrogeology Department in the
Geological Institute of Hungary (MÁFI) and subsequently

from April 2012 to present in the newly formed
Geological and Geophysical Institute of Hungary
(MFGI), the successor of MÁFI.
Teodóra has been active in the Hungarian
National Chapter of IAH as secretary between
2006 and 2008, as President between 2008
and 2010, and as board member since 2010.
Additionally she is active in several associations and
scientific groups, including member of the International
Association of Geochemistry, national representative
for Hungary in the Water Resources Expert Group
of EuroGeoSurveys, member of the Hydrogeological
Subcommittee of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
since 2012 and vice president of the Permanent
Hydrological Interdivisional Committee of the Academy
since 2015. She has been IAH Regional Vice President
for Western Europe from 2012 to 2016.
PERSONAL STATEMENT
If elected as Vice President for Finance and
Membership, Teodóra will work to support the
continued development of IAH. She sees one of the
main challenges in growing the membership from its
current global level of about 4100 members. Not only
must current members be encouraged to continue with
the organisation but new members must be recruited
from industry and academia. This requires promoting
the value of IAH as the key international hydrogeological
organisation for sharing state of the art fundamental
research results as well as disseminating information
on all aspects of hydrogeology to a wider audience.
New income streams are needed in order to support the
growth of IAH and developing these will be important.
She will also maintain a critical overview of IAH
corporate finances.
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STANDING FOR VICE PRESIDENT, PROGRAMME AND SCIENCE COORDINATION DAVE KREAMER (USA)
Professor of Geoscience
email: dave.kreamer@unlv.edu
BIOGRAPHY
David Kreamer is Professor of Geoscience,
Faculty of Civil and Environmental
Engineering, and past Director of the
interdisciplinary Water Resources
Management Graduate Programme at the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas. He also
serves on the faculty of the University
of Nevada, Reno, Hydrologic Sciences
Programme. His PhD is in hydrology from the University
of Arizona. Before coming to the University of Nevada in
1990, he was an Assistant Professor in Civil Engineering
at Arizona State University. Dr Kreamer served as
Director of NGWA’s Division of Scientists and Engineers,
and convened the 2015 Annual Joint Conference of
the Universities Council on Water Resources and the
National Institutes of Water Resources. He has served
since 2012 as IAH Vice President for North America.
Dr Kreamer’s research includes subsurface fluid flow,
environmental contamination, spring vulnerability and
sustainability, and water and energy supply, particularly
in the Developing World. He has authored over 60
professional publications. David has given over 150
invited lectures, seminars and workshops in recent
years for the US EPA, US Bureau of Land Management,
the NGWA, and the Superfund University Training
Institute, and has presented short courses for over half
the States or Commonwealths in the United States.
He has given presentations at over 50 Universities,
and has been an invited speaker in Europe, Asia, the
Caribbean, Pacific island nations, South America, Africa
and the Middle East. David has served as a professional
consultant and expert witness in legal proceedings
concerning groundwater, and has been an external peer
reviewer for numerous groups and projects. David is
currently completing the 3rd edition of the textbook,
“Contaminant Hydrogeology” by Fetter, Boving and

Kreamer which should appear in autumn 2016.
PERSONAL STATEMENT
I’m grateful to be nominated as candidate for
IAH Vice President, Programme and Science
Coordination, and for the possibility of continued
service to the organization. IAH has been a
primary force in improving the scientific level
and global understanding of hydrogeology. This
has largely been accomplished through the
work of its commissions and networks, IAH publications,
and by direct interaction with organizations and
individuals responsible for water governance, education,
and research. My goals will include enhancing the
organization of, and participation in, IAH congresses,
conferences and other meetings. Strong involvement
with new perspectives in groundwater science will be
fundamental to this effort. IAH has historically addressed
both persistent and emerging global groundwater
challenges, debating these issues and recommending
specific actions.
To continue to be effective, these perspectives and
scientific efforts on issues of groundwater quantity
and quality must be successfully coordinated with
international water institutions and decision-makers.
My philosophy for IAH is completely commensurate
with the “Forward Look” deliberations and the resultant
document, A Forward Look for Our Association - IAH
Plans to 2020 and Beyond. Part of the Forward Look
entails improving existing partnerships and developing
new partnerships with professional organizations having
similar goals. Key elements of these partnerships are:
a) developing interdisciplinary, integrated approaches
to groundwater science, engineering, and policy, b)
advocacy for expanded funding sources for groundwater
research, c) capacity building and dissemination of
scientific information in developing countries and d)
better coordination between IAH national chapters. If
elected, my commitment will be to have IAH continue to
be the primary party for promoting groundwater science
worldwide.
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STANDING FOR VICE PRESIDENT, ASIA - THREE CANDIDATES
CANDIDATE 1: DEVINDER KUMAR CHADHA (India)
Former Chairman, Central Groundwater Board
email: devinderchadha27@gmail.com

BIOGRAPHY
Dr Chadha has an MSc and PhD
from the Centre of Advanced Study
in Geology from Punjab University,
Chandigarh and now has more than
48 years of experience in geology
and hydrogeology in research And in
his professional career. He served as
Chairman, Central Groundwater Board/
Authority, Government of India from
1997 to 2002 and guided many new
and innovative programmes in the areas
of hydrogeological mapping, groundwater exploration,
development, management and regulation; groundwater
modeling and water quality mitigation. He also guided
the preparation of the first master plan on artificial
recharge in India and the execution of pilot projects
to showcase different technologies. He has been a
member of many National Commissions constituted
for various purposes. He has more than 85 research
publications, 6 special publications and visited more
than 27 countries.
Dr Chadha is current President of the IAH Indian
National Chapter and previously was its secretary.
Currently he is working as President of a researchbased NGO and guiding its research programmes. He is
the recipient of the BhooVigyanRatna (December 2002),
UNESCO IHP Award and IAH appreciation letter for
contribution to MAR projects in India (2013).

PERSONAL STATEMENT
The Asian region has the largest number
of developing nations and higher
population density globally, leading to
emerging challenges like declining water
levels, groundwater contamination,
water-use efficiency and governance
issues. These are the challenges which
need to be addressed by the Vice
President of Asian region.
It will be my endeavour to promote IAH
membership in the Asian region as has been done for
the Indian National Chapters in the last three years
of my tenure as secretary and president in which
membership has increased from 26 in 2012 to over
100 in 2016. Efforts will be made to collaborate and
organize joint meetings to enhance the voice of IAH in
Asian countries. For this, the regional vice president
should have the blend of experience in higher posts in
academic and administrative organizations which I have
the privilege to hold.
Dependence on developing aquifer systems for assured
water supply is increasing; therefore hydrogeology
needs a rapid push and an assertive vice president to
take up future challenges.
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STANDING FOR VICE PRESIDENT, ASIA - THREE CANDIDATES
CANDIDATE 2: YONGJE KIM (Republic of Korea)
Principal Researcher and Executive Director of International Cooperation Office
email: Jshimada@sci.kumamoto-u.ac.jp
BIOGRAPHY
Dr Yongje Kim is a principal researcher in
the Groundwater Department of the Geologic
Environment Division at Korea Institute of
Geoscience and Mineral Resources (KIGAM).
He received his PhD in Environmental
Hydrogeochemistry at Texas A&M University, USA
in 1995. He currently serves as vice president
of the Korean Society of Engineering Geology
and a member of the board of directors of the
Korean Society of Soil and Groundwater Environment.
He has also served as an advisor to the editor-in-chief
and associate editor of the NGWA journal Ground Water
(2011-2015). Dr Kim is presently an associate editor
for Water Science and Engineering in China (2013 –
present). He is a two-time recipient (2006 and 2010)
of a Korea Minister’s Award (Ministry of Construction
& Transportation and Ministry of Education, Science
& Technology), which recognizes his outstanding
contributions in the development of novel technologies
for the analysis and modeling of groundwater-surface
water flow systems, and for artificial recharge.
Dr Kim has been the technological and administrative
leader for a variety of R&D projects for the Korean
Government in areas of water-resource security.
His current research interests revolve around novel
technologies for treating non-point source contaminants
in urban runoff. The list below highlights several recent
international publications and related patents:
- Model-based evaluation of controlled-release systems
in the remediation of dissolved plumes in groundwater.
Chemosphere, 72, 165-173 (2008);
- Nitrate and ammonium ions removal from groundwater
by a hybrid system of zero-valent iron combined with
adsorbent. J. Environ. Monitoring, 14, 1153-1158 (2012);
- An experimental investigation of reaction zone controls
on fluid flow and mass transport”. Appli. Geochem., 31,
279-291 (2013);

- Apparatus and method for instantaneously
injecting tracer for groundwater well in US
8,113,279 B2 (2012);
- Sequential groundwater sampler and
sampling method thereof in 5303797 Japan
(2013).
PERSONAL STATEMENT
As the nominee of the IAH Korean National
Chapter (IAH-KNC), I understand the local and
regional water-related problems and more broadly,
those issues facing Asia. In particular, when my
KIGAM responsibilities take me to countries across
Asia – e.g., China, Vietnam, Thailand, Bangladesh,
Cambodia, etc. – I have seen firsthand how the world’s
most populous countries are suffering from complex
problems affecting the quantity and quality of domestic,
industrial, and agricultural water supplies. My service
as a representative of CCOP (Coordinating Committee
for Geoscience Programmes in East and Southeast
Asia) will also afford me an opportunity to represent
IAH within Asia. Thus, I envisage great possibilities for
linking and facilitating IAH interests in water resources
security, water management, capacity building, and
especially for encouraging and growing the capabilities
of young hydrogeologists in Asia.
IAH can expect that if I am elected, I will serve with
diligence and commitment.
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STANDING FOR VICE PRESIDENT, ASIA - THREE CANDIDATES
CANDIDATE 3: MAKOTO TANIGUCHI (Japan)
Professor of Hydrogeology
email: makoto@chikyu.ac.jp
BIOGRAPHY
Professor Makoto Taniguchi is a
hydrogeologist at the Research Institute
for Humanity and Nature (RIHN), Japan.
He received his PhD in the field of
groundwater hydrology from University of
Tsukuba, Japan in 1987. He was a visiting
scholar at the Division of Groundwater,
CSIRO, Australia (1987-1988, 19961997), Department of Hydrology and
Water Resources, University of Arizona, USA (19911992), and Department of Oceanography, Florida State
University (2001-2002, 2002-2003). He has worked on
groundwater research and teaching of hydrogeology
in universities including The University of Tsukuba and
Nara University of Education. He moved to RIHN in 2003,
and became a full professor of hydrogeology in 2009.
He is currently the president of the Japanese
Association of Groundwater Hydrology (2015-present).
He served as a coordinator of the UNESCO GRAPHIC
Project (2004-2011) and GWSP-Asia network (20052009), Associate Editor of Ground Water (2003-2008)
and Hydrological Processes (2010-2013), and Vice
President of the International Committee of Groundwater
of IAHS under IUGG (2007-2011).
He has worked on groundwater projects around the
world, in particular Asia, authoring or co-authoring
over 120 articles and 8 books including “Subsurface
Hydrological Responses to land cover/use changes
(Kluwer, 1997)”, “Land and Marine Hydrogeology
(Elsevier, 2003)”, “Groundwater system responses
to changing climate (Taylor and Francis, 2009),
“Groundwater and subsurface environment (Springer,
2011)”, and “Groundwater as a key for adaptation to
the changing climate and society (Springer, 2014)”.
He has published widely in some of the top journals in
hydrogeology and geophysics, such as Hydrogeology
Journal, Nature Climate Change, Nature Geoscience,
Water Resources Research, Groundwater and Journal of
Hydrology.

PERSONAL STATEMENT
Groundwater plays many important roles in
nature and societies. IAH has been taking a
lead and contributing to the use of science
and technology in society. Under the current
circumstances of climate change and
globalization, IAH can contribute more to global
development and a sustainable society. Our
knowledge and methodologies of hydrogeology
can be widely and wisely used for proper local,
regional, and global groundwater governance beyond
groundwater management.
Asia as a hotspot area has faced and is facing
severe groundwater problems, such as depletion
of groundwater resources, land subsidence due
to excessive groundwater pumping, groundwater
contamination, and governance of groundwater as
commons. Diversity of nature and culture in the
region needs a variety of solutions for local and
global sustainability. More than half of the world’s
population lives in Asia amidst rapid social change.
Rapid increases in groundwater problems require new
scientific knowledge and knowledge transfers between
stakeholders for scientific and social solutions.
IAH has played a major role in connecting science
and policy on groundwater, and I will endeavour to
promote and facilitate IAH activities to continue this.
As the world’s leading groundwater association, over
the next four years IAH needs not only the existing
research activities of its chapters, commissions and
networks, but also new research activities such as the
groundwater-energy-food nexus, future groundwater,
early career hydrogeologist involvement, and
interdisciplinary research related to hydrogeology at
global, regional, national, and local levels.
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STANDING FOR VICE PRESIDENT, AUSTRALASIA AND THE PACIFIC
WENDY TIMMS (Australia)
Senior Lecturer and a Chief Investigator in National Centre for Groundwater Research and Training
email: w.timms@unsw.edu.au
BIOGRAPHY
Dr Wendy Timms is a hydrogeologist with
over 20 years of experience of working
in government, research, lecturing and
consulting. She was the first female
academic appointed to the School of Mining
Engineering at UNSW Australia where
since 2012 she has boosted training of
young professionals in hydrology, geology
and sustainable environmental practices.
In 2015 Wendy was awarded the UNSW
Faculty of Engineering Research and
Teaching Excellence award.
Wendy has a BSc (Geology, Hydrology) from Newcastle
University, a BSc (Honours) from the Australian National
University and a PhD (Environmental Engineering) from
UNSW. She chose to specialise in hydrogeology because
of a year working in a UNHCR refugee camp where
water was a daily issue. Through work postings and IAH
events she has experience of groundwater projects in
Canada, Thailand, India, South Africa, Namibia and the
UK and Europe.
Prior to her election to IAH council, Wendy served as
Vice-President of the IAH Australian National Chapter,
and prior to that led the IAH NSW Branch (2009-2010)
and was IAH NSW treasurer (2003-2008). She is the
author of 35 journal articles (including several in IAH
publications) and over 200 reports on groundwater and
mine water. She is an experienced leader of engineering
teams, with current Australian Research Council
projects. She is also engaged on an independent
government panel related to mining, energy and water.
PERSONAL STATEMENT
I have been honoured to serve as Vice President of IAH
for Australasia-Pacific for 4 years now. During this time,
IAH members in the Australian and Pacific region have
endured record droughts, and more extreme weather
events including cyclones.
Many of our IAH members have felt a downturn of work

and project funding, so I am mindful that IAH
offers very valuable professional networking
opportunities and professional development.
A recent highlight in the Australasian-Pacific
region has been the establishment of a
new IAH National chapter in New Zealand
in 2015. Thanks go to Theo Sarris and an
active committee on both the north and south
islands of NZ. I recently enjoyed a visit with
the Auckland group, giving a presentation on
aquitards (Linkedin photo is here).
More regional news is available in my reports on
activities in the Australasia-Pacific region for 20122015 which are available on the IAH website here. In
addition to many regional and local IAH events, I have
participated in three IAH Council meetings during my
current term and look forward to the upcoming 60th
celebration of IAH at the congress in Montpellier.
I am motivated to support the progress of the IAH
Forward Look strategies and the continued success
of IAH both internationally and locally. Our region is
hosting the Australasian Groundwater Conference in
July 2017 in Sydney, Australia. This joint IAH event with
the National Centre for Groundwater Research and
Training will be continuing to build bridges between
groundwater practice, research and governance. As
chair of this event, it’s another opportunity for me to
support IAH members, boosting hydrogeology knowhow across our region and beyond.
You are welcome to contact me with your ideas and
feedback for IAH across the Australasian-Pacific region
at w.timms@unsw.edu.au
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STANDING FOR EASTERN EUROPE AND CENTRAL ASIA NATALIA VINOGRAD (Russia)
Associate Professor of Hydrogeology
email: natalia_vinograd@yahoo.com
BIOGRAPHY
Natalia Vinograd is an Associate Professor of
Hydrogeology in the Institute of Earth Science,
St Petersburg University. She graduated
from the Department of Hydrogeology of St
Petersburg University in 1992. After working
in the All-Russian Research Institute of
Petroleum Geology (1992-1993) she returned
to the University as a post-graduate. In
1997 she gained experience in Ireland as a
hydrogeologist with ESB International. Her
PhD (2000) studied mineral, medicinal and industrially
valuable water in the northern part of the Russian
Platform. Natalia has been an IAH member since 1997
and joined the Commission on Mineral and Thermal
Waters (CMTW) in 2001. She has also been a member
of the Russian Union of Hydrogeologists since 2012.
Dr Vinograd’s scientific interests cover mineral waters,
groundwater quality, water supply and the hydrogeology
of the St Petersburg and other regions. She lectures in
general hydrogeology, mineral waters, hydrogeological
mapping, mathematical methods in hydrogeology, and
petroleum hydrogeology and conducts student field
training in hydrogeology. Over 30 scientific papers
have been published in national and international
journals and books. Natalia has participated in many
international conferences, seminars and workshops,
including the IAH Congress in Nottingham (1997),
many sessions of the CMTW (from 1999) and a NATO
workshop in Lithuania (1997) as a keynote speaker.
She was a main organizer of the CMTW meeting in St
Petersburg (2001) and the international Symposium
“Future of Hydrogeology” (St Petersburg, 2007). Dr
Vinograd has carried out projects with hydrogeologists
of many countries (Poland, Ireland, Finland, USA) and
was awarded the certificate for the course “Sustainable
development and environmental management” of the
University of California at Berkeley (2005). Natalia
speaks Russian (native language), fluent English, and
good German.

PERSONAL STATEMENT
If I am elected, I will do my best to promote
the mission, goals and activities of IAH among
my colleagues in Eastern Europe to attract
more IAH members from my region. Eastern
Europe is rich in groundwater resources but
problems of groundwater quality and quantity
are important for many areas of the region.
This requires modern assessment of water
quality and resources. As a regional IAH VicePresident, I can facilitate the development
of international relationships and improvement of
communications between hydrogeologists in the
region to increase their awareness about regional
hydrogeology and modern approaches to the solution of
water supply problems.
Another important task will be to encourage scientists
in Eastern Europe to publish their scientific papers
on regional investigations in Hydrogeology Journal
and in IAH books to inform other IAH members about
the hydrogeological issues in Eastern Europe, and to
promote scientific meetings amongst IAH members
within the region. It is essential to promote the activities
of IAH Commissions to attract more members from
Eastern Europe.
One of the main priorities of the regional VicePresidents and IAH as a whole is to involve young
hydrogeologists in the scientific community. So I plan to
focus on the involvement of students and early career
hydrogeologists in IAH’s scientific activities at national
and international levels. As a university lecturer, I have
good opportunities for doing this. Another important
issue is the dissemination of hydrogeological knowledge
across the world to increase awareness about
groundwater quality and protection. If I am elected, I will
be able to participate in such activities through the IAH
Council.
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STANDING FOR VICE PRESIDENT, EUROPE (WEST AND CENTRAL)
MARCO PETITTA (Italy)
Associate Professor of Hydrogeology
email: marco.petitta@uniroma1.it
BIOGRAPHY
Marco Petitta, PhD in Earth Sciences,
52 years old, is Associate Professor of
Hydrogeology at Sapienza University
of Rome, Italy, where he teaches basic
hydrogeology for undergraduate students in
Geology, and groundwater hydrodynamics
and applied hydrogeology for master’s
students in Applied Geology. As a member of
the Council of PhD in Earth Sciences, he has
supervised 10 PhD students in the last ten
years.
He is author of more than 50 papers in international
journals and more than 100 articles in national journals
and proceedings. After obtaining a PhD in groundwater
modeling, his research focuses on groundwater
management, groundwater flow in fractured and karstic
aquifers, interaction between streams and groundwater,
human influences on groundwater quantity and quality,
remediation of polluted sites, isotope techniques for
groundwater studies and the role of groundwater in
environmental and ecological studies. Research grants
with public and private bodies in Italy have been
coordinated by him at the Earth Sciences Department
of Sapienza University since 1999; several of them
are still on-going. He is coordinating the European
Horizon2020 Project - KINDRA (2015-2017), dedicated
to a knowledge inventory for hydrogeology research, to
identify gaps and trends for the future implementation
of the Water Framework Directive and the Groundwater
Directive. International research links are active with
University of Waterloo, Canada, with G360 Research
Centre of Guelph, Canada, with Peking University, China
and with University of Dhaka, Bangladesh, and with
several European Universities and Research Centres.
Marco has been a member of IAH since 1997 and
chair of the Italian IAH Chapter since 2012. Last year
he served as chair of the 42nd IAH Congress held in
Rome. He is also treasurer of the Italian Geological

Society, coordinator of the Panel of Experts
in Hydrogeology of the EFG (European
Federation of Geologists) and member of
European Commission Working Group C on
Groundwater for the Common Implementation
Strategy of Water Directives.
PERSONAL STATEMENT
I am grateful to the Italian National Chapter for
nominating me for the 2016 Council election
as Vice President for Western and Central
Europe. During the last five years I served as chair of
the Italian Chapter, acquiring substantial experience of
IAH programmes and vision. I had opportunities to meet
colleagues from other chapters, especially in Europe,
enlarging my views on groundwater issues. Being chair
of the Rome congress offered other possibilities to
interact with international scientists and practitioners in
hydrogeology. I have also frequented European groups
and associations related to EU policy on groundwater
through Working Group C and the European Federation
of Geologists and others, due to my involvement in the
Horizon2020 programme as coordinator of the KINDRA
project.
Based on these recent experiences, I believe there is
room for increased visibility of groundwater issues at the
international scale, taking into account the 21st century
challenges. e.g. water-food-climate-energy nexus, and
the policy and governance of water and groundwater. My
intention if elected is to promote networking of National
Chapters at the European level, coordinating national
initiatives over the next four years. I would like to attract
new members by promoting IAH’s scientific activities
and the science of hydrogeology in general. Finally, I
will try to improve the visibility of IAH among EU groups,
associations and networks, raising awareness on the
importance of groundwater not only in the technical
and scientific community, but for stakeholders and the
general public too.
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STANDING FOR LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN CARLOS MOLANO (Colombia)
Professor and Consultant
email: cmolano@uniandes.edu.co
BIOGRAPHY
Carlos Molano graduated as a Civil
Engineer from Los Andes University
(Bogotá-Colombia) in 1978 and has
37 years of experience in groundwater
engineering and environmental
hydrogeology. He also holds a MS
in Engineering Hydrology from the
Institute for Water Education IHE (Delft,
The Netherlands). In 2012 Carlos was awarded as
“Distinguished Latin American Hydrogeologist” by
the Latin American Association for Ground Water
Development ALHSUD. In 2014 he was awarded as the
“Distinguished McEllhiney Lecturer” by the National
Ground Water Association (NGWA), giving 36 lectures
in 4 continents (Africa, Australia, Europe and the
Americas). He also contributed to the IAH Forward Look
meeting in Reading in 2010.
Carlos is professor of Groundwater Flow and Pollution in
the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
at Los Andes University in Bogotá, founder and
President of HydroGeocol S.A. (formerly Hidrogeología
Colombiana S.A.), where he has been working as
a consultant hydrogeologist since 1988. He is cofounder and member of the Colombian Association
of Hydrogeologists, Vice-president (2004-2012),
co-founder and member of ALHSUD and former Vicepresident (1998-2006).
During the 1980s, Carlos became a pioneer in
groundwater modeling and electrical resistivity
tomography, developing numerous applications of
groundwater flow for hand held calculators and pocket
computers. His recently most significant contribution in

the field of groundwater flow and pollution
are his “Ground Water Spreadsheets”,
solving difficult groundwater problems
with simple spreadsheets accessible to all.
Also, he has been invited as a groundwater
keynote speaker in many seminars,
congress, colloquiums and conferences.
PERSONAL STATEMENT
I would like to contribute and do my best for IAH
activities in my region and worldwide. To promote and
strengthen the relations and communications with
IAH national chapters and other sister organizations
in Latin America and the Caribbean, helping the
creation of national chapters in countries where
there is not IAH representation, with guidance and
documentation, enhancing membership strategies,
and greater involvement of students and early
career hydrogeologists who will be the future of the
organization.
We face various groundwater management challenges
in this region. Climate change, the intensive use
of groundwater resources, aquifer depletion and
contamination, the lack of knowledge, awareness,
data and governance, are just some of the issues
to be addressed and deserve especial attention.
With the strengthening of relations with IAH national
chapters, these issues can be addressed through
courses, webinars, conferences, dissemination of IAH
publications, and promoting the participation of regional
members in IAH international Congresses.
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STANDING FOR MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA - TWO CANDIDATES
CANDIDATE 1: AHMED FEKRI (Morocco)
Head of the “Applied Geology, Geomatic and Environment” laboratory
email: ahmfekri@menara.ma
BIOGRAPHY
Ahmed Fekri has a master in geology
specialized in water sciences in 1989
from the Geology Department of Cadi
Ayyad University (Marrakech) and then a
third cycle thesis in 1993. He worked as
a hydrogeological consultant at RESING
consulting firm (a national pioneer firm
consultancy in water resources area).
He joined the University of Hassan II in
Casablanca as an assistant professor in
1996. In 2007 Ahmed Fekri received his PhD on the
impact of landfill leachate on groundwater resources
at University Hassan II. In 2011 he obtained a Fulbright
scholarship and he is a board member of the Moroccan
Fulbright alumni association (MFAA). Since 2016 has
been head of the “Applied Geology, Geomatic and
Environment” laboratory.
He is an active member of the IAH Moroccan chapter
and has attended all the national events. He was
an important member of the organizing committee
member for the 42nd IAH Congress held in Marrakech
with specific responsibility for the early career
hydrogeologists, and was mandated to promote the
congress during the 2013 congress in Perth, Australia.
Apart from his academic occupation, Dr Fekri has been
involved in many projects such as “MENA Regional
Water Governance Benchmarking Project” (USAID 200809) and “BOOST” (US State Department 2011 - 13).
PERSONAL STATEMENT
My wish is to work in the respect of the IAH spirit with
a regional connotation by undertaking the following
actions:
•

pursue efforts in establishing new AIH chapters
in the MENA region and strengthen cooperation
between them through sharing successful
experiences;

•
capitalize on the 42nd IAH Congress
in Marrakech (eventually by launching an IAH
MENA region congress);
•
organize multiple small and mediumsized events to promote groundwater
governance;
•
undertake actions to make
hydrogeology as a discipline more attractive
for young people, focusing on the potential for
employment related to the new professions in the
field of groundwater;
•

promote the gender approach among the National
chapters board members;

•

mentor Early Career Hydrogeologists by providing
assistance for dissemination of their work through
IAH channels, and help them to form national
groups of the Early Career Hydrogeologist Network
(ECHN).
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STANDING FOR MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA - TWO CANDIDATES
CANDIDATE 2: RALF KLINGBEIL (Germany/Beirut, Lebanon)
Senior Expert, Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources (BGR), Germany
email: r.klingbeil@gmx.de
BIOGRAPHY
Ralf Klingbeil holds a PhD in hydrogeology
from Tuebingen University (1999), an MSc in
hydrogeology from University of Birmingham
(1991), and in Geophysics from Kiel University
(1993). After working as a hydrogeologist with
private companies in Germany and the UK, he
joined BGR, the German Federal Institute for
Geosciences and Natural Resources initially as
desk officer and hydrogeologist for Africa.
Dr Klingbeil worked as BGR manager of a regional
groundwater and IWRM project at UN ESCWA, the UN
Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia,
in Lebanon; as BGR coordinator of a global project for
groundwater policy advice at BMZ, the German Federal
Ministry of Economic Cooperation and Development
with particular focus on Africa and the Middle East.
Ralf then joined the United Nations first at UNW-DPC, a
UN-Water office for capacity development in Germany
followed by over seven years as Regional Advisor,
Environment and Water for UN ESCWA in Lebanon and
Network Coordinator for AWARENET, the Arab Integrated
Water Resources Management Network for capacity
development in sustainable water management. Recently
he re-joined BGR as Senior Expert for Water, Environment
and Sustainable Development. In his personal capacity
he has served since mid-2014 on the Board of Directors
of the Middle East-North Africa Network of Water Centres
of Excellence.
Ralf Klingbeil is a global citizen, German national
and resident of Lebanon who happened to have the
opportunity to work and live for many years in the Middle
East. Further information: https://www.linkedin.com/in/
ralfklingbeil

PERSONAL STATEMENT
I have the pleasure to present myself as a candidate
for IAH Vice President, Middle East and North Africa.
After many years working in and with the people in

the MENA region for better governance
and management of groundwater, I would
like to further promote the cooperation of
groundwater experts and support IAH as the
global voice for groundwater.
At MENA regional level groundwater, its
governance and management as well as
the limited scientific knowledge about
groundwater resources are major constraints
on socio-economic development. Today groundwater
experts from various disciplines already provide
individually excellent services for our societies in
government institutions, universities, private sector
and NGOs. However, our impact could be higher and
our voices and interests could be better heard if we
organise ourselves more effectively. IAH offers an ideal
platform for this purpose. I would like to support existing
national chapters and networks and encourage young
professionals in the MENA region to join IAH. Together
IAH members in the region and at national level can
provide substantive inputs to policy making through
more visible IAH participation in conferences and
forums. I am hoping to assist IAH in this way to become
a more recognized and respected partner for water
issues at regional and national levels.
At global level I intend to support and further enhance
the role of IAH and the visibility of groundwater in
international policy making in the context of UN-Water
and the new global water architecture that provides
the framework for international cooperation towards
achieving the water-related Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) within the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development. This is where the role of groundwater
needs to be better addressed through strengthened
participation of IAH in global processes and in the
monitoring of the SDGs.
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STANDING FOR NORTH AMERICA - JOANNE THOMPSON (Canada)
Senior Hydrogeologist and Professional Geoscientist
email: joannethompson@rogers.com
BIOGRAPHY
Joanne Thompson is a senior
hydrogeologist and professional
geoscientist with more than 25 years of
environmental consulting experience. She
holds a BSc in Geology from McMaster
University, Canada and an MSc in Petroleum
Hydrogeology from the University of Alberta,
Canada where she studied with József
Tóth. Joanne is currently Senior Group
Leader of Development Hydrogeology
with RJ Burnside & Associates Limited
in Newmarket, Ontario, an established engineering
and science-based consulting firm with eleven offices
located in Canada, Barbados and Mozambique.
Joanne’s technical experience includes all aspects of
hydrogeological assessments, aquifer characterization,
groundwater supply development, groundwater and
surface water characterization and monitoring, water
quality assessments and contaminant transport studies.
Her current work focusses on sustainable development
and urban development impact analysis, working with
multi-disciplinary engineering and environmental teams
to minimize the environmental ‘footprint’ of urban
development in southern Ontario. She also has unique
experience with aerobic landfill technology to control
greenhouse gas emissions in landfills and has published
papers on these and other subjects.
Joanne is very active in the hydrogeological community
and served as Director and Communications Officer
for the IAH Canadian National Chapter for 19 years,
producing the national newsletter and setting up and
maintaining a website for the chapter. She supported
successive executives over these years to formalize the
workings of the Chapter through establishing a charter,
preparing and documenting functional procedures,
roles and responsibilities and policies, and eventually
incorporating the chapter in Canada. Joanne was
involved in organizing the 2012 Niagara Falls Congress,
has attended other congresses and is a member of
the Regional Groundwater Flow Commission. Joanne

is a Fellow of the International Leadership
for Environment and Development (LEAD)
programme and also serves on the Ontario
Drinking Water Advisory Council, with
a mandate to advise the Minister of the
Environment and Climate Change on standards,
legislation, regulations and issues to protect
drinking water supplies.
PERSONAL STATEMENT
During more than 20 years in the Canadian
National Chapter of IAH and active involvement
on the national executive for most of those years, I
have seen tremendous growth and progress in the
organization. It has been challenging, but I feel very
proud of the strong chapter we have built. I would
like to bring this experience and my passion for the
association to the role of Vice President for North
America.
In recent years, we have seen good synergy between
the US and Canadian chapters and it is my hope that we
can continue to expand the development and growth of
both, with increased collaboration for regional initiatives
in North America. To represent the Region, I will try to
attend meetings and maintain regular communications
between the national chapters I represent, promote
IAH through the newsletter, website and conference
involvement, be accessible and responsive to members
and bring forward members concerns and issues to
Council. It is important to encourage the participation
of members of IAH in North America with other IAH
chapters as well as the central organization, and I
am particularly interested in sharing our experience
with other chapters as they grow and formalize their
organizations. I am excited to help foster the growth
of the Early Career Hydrogeologists Network in North
America, and will support and encourage more regional
and joint meetings between US and Canadian chapters.
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STANDING FOR SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA CALLIST TINDIMUGAYA (Uganda)
Commissioner for Water Resources Planning and Regulation, Ministry of Water and Environment, Uganda
email: callist.tindimugaya@mwe.go.ug/callist_tindimugaya@yahoo.co.uk
BIOGRAPHY
Callist Tindimugaya has a BSc in Geology
and Chemistry (1990) from Makerere
University, Kampala; an MSc in Hydrology
and Water Resources with specialization
in groundwater hydrology (2000)
from IHE, Delft; a PhD in Groundwater
Resources Management from University
College, London (2008) and an MBA from
the Management College of Southern
Africa, Durban (2010). Callist started his
professional career in 1990 as a hydrogeologist in the
Ministry of Natural Resources and became Head of
the Groundwater Section in 1999, responsible for all
groundwater management activities in Uganda. Since
2007, he has been Commissioner for Water Resources
Planning and Regulation in the Ministry of Water and
Environment, responsible for planning, allocating and
regulating water resources.
Callist has been IAH Council Member and Regional
Vice President for Sub-Saharan Africa since 2012. He
is also a Regional Coordinator for the Nile Integrated
Water Resources Management Network; Chairman,
Uganda Groundwater Professionals Association/National
Chapter IAH; Member of the IAH Burdon Network, and
Steering Committee Member of the African Groundwater
Network. Callist’s nomination has the full support of the
outgoing IAH President, Professor Ken Howard.
PERSONAL STATEMENT
As Regional Vice President for Sub-Saharan Africa
since 2012, I have promoted IAH as an international
knowledge base contributing to sustainable
groundwater management and development in Africa. I
have linked IAH to key groundwater related institutions
such as the Africa Groundwater Commission, River
Basin Organisations, and Africa Groundwater Network.
Within IAH Council, I have advocated for capacity
building for African hydrogeologists. As a result, IAH
has funded training courses on groundwater in Africa
and supported participation of African hydrogeologists

in groundwater conferences. I have also
made efforts to increase the membership
of IAH and the number of members from
SSA has increased to 285, up from 165 in
2002. More than 15 of the new members
are funded through the IAH sponsored
members’ scheme. Efforts have been made
to strengthen existing IAH chapters and
establish new chapters in Tanzania, Malawi
and Zambia. A database on groundwater
grey literature, an Africa Groundwater Atlas
and monitoring network data review have been realized
through IAH’s Burdon Network.
If elected, during the next four years I will consolidate
the above efforts. I will strengthen the links between
IAH and the Africa Groundwater Commission and
advocate for a clear role by IAH in advancing the
groundwater agenda on the continent. In partnership
with other organisations, I will promote the
inclusion of groundwater in the activities of River
Basin organisations. Capacity building for African
hydrogeologists will continue to be my priority. I will
lobby Council to earmark funds for a least two training
courses annually for African hydrogeologists and also
to prioritize sponsorship of African hydrogeologists
to attend conferences. I will also lobby development
partners and collaborators to support capacity building
for African hydrogeologists. I will continue to support the
establishment of new chapters in Tanzania, Malawi and
Zambia among others. I will promote twinning between
national chapters in sub-Saharan Africa and other
well established chapters outside Africa. The activities
of IAH’s Burdon Groundwater Network as well as
participation of IAH members from Sub-Saharan Africa
in IAH Commissions and Networks will be consolidated
and promoted.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF ALL COUNCIL MEMBERS
Conduct of Council Members
Council Members, by agreeing to accept nomination to Council, are expected during their term of office to serve the
best interests of IAH and to carry out to the best of their ability the duties described in this document. Although it is
understood that funding limitations will mean that all Council members are unlikely to be able to attend all Council
meetings they are expected to:
• maintain regular communication by e-mail with the Executive, IAH Secretariat and within their region
• prepare reports on activities and issues as requested
• submit commentary on issues in writing if they cannot attend meetings
• present apologies to the President when meetings cannot be attended. The Articles of the Association provide
powers to terminate the office of members of Council if they fail to attend meetings without explanation or
otherwise fail to carry out duties assigned to them.

As Directors of IAH as a Company

As Trustees of IAH as a Charity

The IAH Council is the managing Board of IAH as a
company and each individual Council member is
a director. The directors of IAH are responsible for
the management of the company in the interests of
its members. The directors act collectively unless
otherwise agreed. Any powers delegated to the
Executive Committee and individual Directors are clearly
documented either through the Memorandum, Articles
and Rules or by Board (Council) resolutions.
There is no restriction on the nationality or place of
residence of a director. Directors must register with
their private (street) address and declare any other UK
directorships held. Any change of permanent address
must also be registered. The register of the current
directors is a public document which must be available
from the registered address of the company and from
Companies House. The specific duties of directors,
beyond running the company responsibly, include:
• approve and file accounts by the due date;
• approve the annual directors’ report;
• call (general) meetings;
• ensure that appropriate registers are kept;
• notify changes in company structure and
management.
The public record of the company must also list the
Company Secretary. The Company Secretary may be a
Director but need not be. The Executive Manager carries
out the role of Company Secretary for IAH. It is the job of
the Company Secretary to ensure that the specific duties
listed above are complied with but the legal obligation for
compliance falls on all the Directors.

IAH Council Members are also the trustees of IAH as
a charity. The trustees of a charity are responsible for
the management of the company for compliance with
its charitable objectives. The relevant objectives of IAH
are “to advance public education and promote research
(and the useful results of such research) in the study
and knowledge of hydrogeological sciences “. Tests of
whether the trustees have discharged their obligations
will include:
• that the income of the charity has been applied for
the purposes set out and for no other purpose;
• that it has been done fairly between various
potentially benefiting interests;
• that funds have not been allowed to unreasonably
accumulate except for some stated and agreed
purpose.
Trustees may not benefit personally from the charity
or contract to do work for it, except in very special
and clearly documented circumstances. Trustees have
responsibilities for oversight of the financial affairs of the
charity which broadly correspond to the responsibilities
of a company director. They need to overview the
investment strategy and assess and manage any risks to
the operation of the charity.

Meeting of Council, advisors and guests, September 2015

ROLE DESCRIPTIONS
IAH President
The President is a post defined in the Articles of the Association as the Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Charity
and the Chairman of the General Meeting of the Association. He/she also chairs the Executive Committee which is
collectively charged with the development and administration of the Association according to the general directions
defined and approved by the IAH Council. The President may from time to time and for specific purposes delegate his
authority to other members of the Council.

Secretary General
The IAH Secretary General is a member of the IAH Executive Committee. The principal specific duties of the SecretaryGeneral are:
• Relationships with UNESCO, other UN agencies including UN Water, sister water and earth science NGOs, IUGS,
IUGG and ICSU
• General relationships with National Chapters (but not including detailed liaison on finance and membership issues)
• Oversight of advisory panels (Burdon Network, Education etc.)
• Oversight of publication policies and contracts
• Oversight of the sponsored membership scheme and other charitable activities
• Accountability within the executive for the operation of the permanent office including appointment of the Executive
Manager and oversight of staff and commercial matters.

Vice President - Finance and Membership
(formerly Treasurer and incorporating the role of
Treasurer as defined in the Association’s articles)
The IAH Vice President – Finance and Membership is a
member of the IAH Executive Committee. The principal
specific duties of this Vice President are:
• to maintain a critical overview of IAH corporate
finances (income stream, planned budget and actual
expenditure) and communicate with the Executive
Manager, Auditors and President as appropriate
• to take strategic action to increase individual IAH
membership and to improve member retention, in
liaison with the Executive Manager, Regional VPs and
National Chapters
• to promote alternative income streams for the
Association – from corporate sponsorship and
membership, from endowment agreements, from
advertising, and from other potential sources.

Vice President - Programme and Science
Coordination (previously Scientific Programme
Member)
The IAH Vice President – Programme & Science
Coordination is a member of the IAH Executive. The
principal specific duties of this Vice President are:
• to maintain a critical overview of the activities of
the IAH Commissions with a view to promoting their
work within the Association through the Regional VPs
and with external agencies, and to exploiting their
potential synergies
• to identify new programme and/or science areas that
merit the strategic attention of the Association and to
promote corresponding new commissions or working
groups
• to liaise with IAH Congress organizing committees
with a view to featuring specific IAH Commissions
in their programmes and also to promote congress
sessions to improve inter-commission cooperation.

ROLE DESCRIPTIONS (Continued)
Regional Vice Presidents
Regional Vice Presidents (eight in number) are elected to provide stewardship of IAH interests in a particular region,
with particular reference to:
• Promoting IAH in the region, including identification of suitable and relevant meetings and conferences in the region
organised by others but at which IAH could be promoted;
• Promoting and encouraging the organization of meetings by national chapters that could be of interest to the
region;
• Coordinating with existing National Chapters in the region and identifying potential for new national chapters, and
promoting and supporting their establishment;
• Promoting membership of IAH amongst professionals in countries in the region where there is as yet insufficient
membership for a national chapter;
• Survey the membership in the region with the aim to promote or retain membership, and address the causes of
declining membership (where it applies within their region) by suitable local and regional solutions;
• Promoting the participation of membership in the IAH Commissions, according the interests of the region;
• Representing the view of the region at Council;
• Reporting on a yearly basis on the work and activities of the Vice President in the region in relation to the
development and growth of IAH and on the future opportunities for such growth;
• Encouraging national chapters in the region to submit their own annual reports.
Regional Vice Presidents may be assisted by Regional Advisors, approved by Council in a non-voting capacity to look
after more local interests of IAH in situations where the region is large and diverse.

FINAL COMMENTS AND FURTHER INFORMATION
The full responsibilities are described in the Memorandum, Articles of Association and Rules of the Association and in
the requirements of Company and Charity Law in the UK where IAH is registered. By a decision of Council in Lisbon in
September 2007 all candidates standing for office are required to formally confirm that they understand and accept
these roles and responsibilities if elected to Council.
Should you have any questions or comments regarding this information or the election process please contact John
Chilton, Executive Manager, by emailing jchilton@iah.org or by writing to IAH Secretariat, PO Box 4130, Goring, Reading,
RG8 6BJ, UK.
Please vote now to help make a difference.

IAH Executive, July 2016

